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Fuel-ion species dynamics in DT3He-gas-filled Inertial Confinement Fusion implosion is quanti-
tatively assessed for the first time using simultaneously measured D3He and DT reaction histories.
These reaction histories are measured with the Particle X-ray Temporal Diagnostic, which captures
the relative timing between different nuclear burns with unprecedented precision (∼10 ps). The
observed 50±10 ps earlier D3He reaction history timing (relative to DT) cannot be explained by
average-ion hydrodynamic simulations, and is attributed to fuel-ion species separation between the
D, T, and 3He ions during shock convergence and rebound. At the onset of the shock burn, inferred
3He/T fuel ratio in the burn region using the measured reaction histories is much higher as compared
to the initial gas-fill ratio. As T and 3He have the same mass but different charge, these results
indicate that the charge-to-mass ratio plays an important role in driving fuel-ion species separation
during strong shock propagation.

The goal of Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) at the
National Ignition Facility (NIF) is to produce thermonu-
clear fusion in the laboratory by imploding a spherical
target filled with light-ion fuel [1]. Recent experimental
results reported increasing disagreements with average-
ion-fluid simulations as ICF implosions become more ki-
netic [2, 3], as well as indications of ion species separation
and thermal decoupling [4]. However, these and other ex-
perimental results [5–9] thus far have all relied on time-
integrated nuclear observables such as yields and reac-
tion temperatures. In experiment [10], Ar concentration
change in a D-Ar mixture was observed using temporally
and spatially resolved X-ray measurements; however, this
technique cannot be applied to fuel-ions such as D, T, or
3He.

In contrast with previous studies that relied on time-
integrated measurements, this work presents the first
time-resolved observation of fuel-ion species dynamics in
ICF implosions using DT and D3He reaction histories.
These reaction histories were measured with the Parti-
cle X-ray Temporal Diagnostic (PXTD) [11], which cap-
tures the relative timing between these reaction histo-
ries with unprecedented precision (∼10 ps). These time-
resolved measurements are contrasted with average-ion
DUED [12] and multi-ion LSP [13] simulations. It is
shown that the differential timing between reaction his-
tories is a new manifestation of multi-ion dynamics, and
that the difference between measured DT and D3He re-
action histories is consistent with rapidly changing fuel-
ion composition caused by a strong shock in the cen-
tral gas of an ICF target. Whereas previous ICF exper-

iments in this plasma regime reported reasonable agree-
ments with average-ion simulations using burn-averaged
nuclear quantities [2], time-resolved reaction rates in this
work clearly show differences between measurements and
average-ion simulations not captured by time-integrated
measurements.

Average-ion hydro simulations are essential for under-
standing and interpreting ICF implosions. For implo-
sions with burn-averaged ion-ion mean free paths smaller
than the burn radius, these simulations generally capture
the implosion behaviors and burn-averaged quantities
(yields, temperatures) [2], although not one-dimensional
quantities like nuclear burn profiles [14]. Multi-ion dy-
namics, which are expected to impact and modify plasma
conditions during the shock phase of ICF implosions [15–
17], are approximately simulated in an ad hoc fashion
in average-ion-fluid codes with additional physics mod-
els [18], as well as in kinetic-ion codes [19–22].

This experiment uses an exploding pusher plat-
form [23], which is simple and ideal for studying the
multi-ion dynamics during the shock phase in any ICF
implosion. The reason for this is that shock phase plasma
conditions (temperature, density, ion-ion mean-free-path,
shock strength) are similar in all these implosions [2].
These exploding pusher targets are 860 µm in diameter
with a 2.7-µm-thick SiO2 shell. The gas-fill density is
2.2 mg/cc, with an atomic fuel composition of 49.6% D,
49.7% 3He, and 0.7% T. These targets are driven sym-
metrically by sixty laser beams at the OMEGA laser fa-
cility [25] with a total energy of 14.4 kJ using a 0.6-ns-
square pulse shape.
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Shot Gas-fill Laser Bang time (ps) Yield Ti (keV)
atm kJ D3He DT D3He DT DD D3He DT DD

82613 D2[4.9]T2[0.07]
3He[9.3] 14.3 755 809 4.0 ×1010 1.7 ×1011 ∼ 13.9 ∼ ∼

82614 D2[4.9]T2[0.07]
3He[9.7] 14.2 800 841 4.9 ×1010 2.0 ×1011 4.0 ×1010 15.0 11.0 11.6

82615 D2[4.9]T2[0.07]
3He[9.8] 14.2 780 831 5.2 ×1010 1.9 ×1011 3.8 ×1010 12.6 10.7 10.5

82616 D2[4.9]T2[0.07]
3He[9.8] 14.1 840 875 4.0 ×1010 2.0 ×1011 3.7 ×1010 11.1 10.9 11.1

TABLE I. Experimental parameters and key observables. The absolute bang-time uncertainty (relative to laser start) is 50 ps.
The relative bang-time uncertainty (between D3He and DT) is 10 ps. The uncertainties for the D3He-p, DT, and DD yields
are 20%, 5%, and 5%, respectively. The uncertainties for the D3He-p, DT, and DD burn-averaged temperatures are 1.5 keV,
0.5 keV, and 0.5 keV, respectively.

These low-convergence (convergence ratio between 3
to 5), shock-driven implosions are not affected by hydro-
dynamic instabilities and mix [3]. On the other hand,
SiO2 from the shell could conceivably have been mixed
into the gas from shock breakout across the fuel-shell in-
terface. This scenario is very unlikely, as the absolute
X-ray emissions measured by the Hard X-Ray Detector
(HXRD) [26] confirm an X-ray emission from a clean,
mix-free D3He fuel. The effect of spherically converging
shock instability is expected to be negligible, as estimated
using the analytical and numerical work by Gardner et

al. [27]. Shock front deviation over the mean shock radius
(δr/r) in this model increases with an amplitude given by
r−0.72 (for an ideal gas) as the shock converges. Given
that laser illumination non-uniformity on target is less
than 2% [29], and that initial local shock speed scales as
the 1/3 power of the local laser intensity [30], the initial
difference in local shock speed is ∼0.7%. At shock con-
vergence of 20, δr/r is only ∼6%, or, a δr of 1 µm. Shock
collapse and rebound further reduce δr/r perturbations.
In addition, experiments [28] with initial shock pertur-
bations up to 14% show no difference in nuclear yields or
timing during the shock phase.

The primary measurements in this experiment are the
absolute DT and D3He reaction histories, which are si-
multaneously measured with the PXTD. This is done by
measuring the time-arrival histories of the monoenergetic
14.1-MeV DT-n and 14.7-MeV D3He-p as they escape the
implosion. As all measurements are made with the same
diagnostic, the relative timing uncertainty between the
DT and D3He reaction histories is ∼10 ps (versus ∼40-
50 ps, with the standard method of cross-timing between
two standalone diagnostics). This innovation is crucial
to capturing the relative timing between different nuclear
burns with sufficiently high precision to enable meaning-
ful comparison between measurements and simulations.

The time period probed by the measured reaction his-
tories in these ICF implosions is referred to as the shock
phase. Nuclear yields are produced when the strong
shock rebounds from the center of the implosion. Fig.1 is
a Lagrangian diagram from an average-ion DUED simu-
lation for shot 82615, showing the trajectories of fluid
elements as a function of time. The shell trajectory
(black data) as measured by an X-Ray Framing Camera
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FIG. 1. (color online) Lagrangian diagram for OMEGA shot
82615 as simulated by the average-ion code DUED. The green
(gray) lines denote the trajectories of fuel (shell) fluid ele-
ments as a function of time. The teal-dotted line is the shock
trajectory. The DUED-simulated D3He (red, ×4.1) and DT
(blue) reaction histories are plotted to show nuclear reaction
timing relative to shock convergence and rebound. The black
data points are the measured shell locations at different times
during the implosion.

(XRFC) [31] agrees with the simulated shell trajectory.
The measured DT and D3He reaction rates provide infor-
mation during the shock phase on the relative temporal
differences between D, T, and 3He temperature and den-
sity profiles through the following relations:

YD3He(t)/s =

∫
nDn3He〈σv〉D3He(Ti,D, Ti,3He)dV (1)

YDT (t)/s =

∫
nDnT 〈σv〉DT (Ti,D, Ti,T )dV (2)

where n is the ion number density, Ti is the ion temper-
ature, and 〈σv〉 is the Maxwellian-averaged reactivity. In
the average-ion framework, nD, nT , and n3He are related
by the initial gas-fill ratio, and the ion temperatures for
all three ions (Ti,D, Ti,T , Ti,3He) are the same.
As time-resolved and time-integrated measurements

are repeatable within uncertainty for four implosions (see
Table I), shot 82615 is used as a representative shot in
this manuscript. Experimentally, the D3He bang time
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[32] Two other 1-D radiation-hydrodynamic codes,
LILAC [35] and HYADES [34], are used to simu-
late these implosions, with similar results. DUED has
also been extensively benchmarked against LILAC and
HYADES in ref [2].

[33] The effective DT and D3He fusion temperatures for two
Maxwellian ion populations are given by [20] Tfus,DT =
(mTTi,D + mDTi,T )/(mD + mT ) and Tfus,D3He =
(m3HeTi,D + mDTi,3He)/(mD + m3He), respectively,
where m is the ion mass and Ti is the ion temperature
for each ion species.
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[41] As the laser pulse is truncated once the LSP simulation

begins, 30% less laser energy is coupled to the target in
the LSP simulation. The reduced laser coupling is not the
cause of the timing difference between the DT and D3He
reaction histories, as hydrodynamic simulations ran with
full laser coupling and reduced laser coupling have the
same timing difference.


